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In recent years, there has been a strong drive towards developing high speed
networks. Designers are currently being faced with a wide range of performance
problems varying from understanding the performance of a switch architecture to
implementing efficient congestion control mechanisms and light-weight transport
protocols. In this paper, we give a brief non-technical review of the main performance
issues that need to be addressed in order to successfully implement high speed
networks.



1. INTRODUCTiON

The introduction of highly reliable fiber systems into the access network
provides the necessary high bandwidth for future ISDN services, such as voice, video,
and large file transfers. These services will have different performance requirements
for end-to-end delay and packet loss. The traffic that will be carried by a high
bandwidth network will be typically bursty. The characterization of bursty traffic is still
an open issue. In particular, it is not clear what is the minimum set of parameters that
can be used to characterize a particular service class.The lack of comprehensive real
life data makes this problem even more difficult.

In recent years, a number of switch architectures for high speed networks have
been proposed in the literature. Efficient and accurate analytical tools for analyzing the
performance characteristics of such switches assuming bursty and correlated arrivals,
and non-uniform traffic patterns are still being developed. Also, it is not clear which of
all the proposed architecture may be the most suitable, and how these architectures
compare with each other.

Efficient use of a network's bandwidth can be achieved by statistically
multiplexing traffic. To meet the performance requirements of a call, a good
congestion control mechanism is necessary. Through proper traffic forecasting and
resource engineering, it would be possible to control the traffic in the network so that
the grade of service of each connection is met and the network's bandwidth is
allocated in a fair way. However, there are several problems that need to be resolved.
For instance, it is generally agreed that preventive, rather than reactive, congestion
control schemes are more suitable for public domain networks. Several such
mechanisms have been proposed. However, their performance with respect to
various service classes is not well understood. Typically, these mechanisms involve a
call admission mechanism and a policing control mechanism. Choosing the
parameters of a policing control mechanism is a non-trivial task. Reactive congestion
control based on feedback information on the network's loading is very appealing.
This is because, it leads to fairly simple congestion control mechanisms. However, due
to the large propagation delays involved, the feedback information necessary in these
mechanisms may be out-of-date by the time it reaches the source.

In the following section, we discuss in detail some of the above issues that need
to be resolved before gigabit networks become a reality. Conclusions are given in
section 3. For further reading, the interested reader is referred to the references given
at the end of the article.

2. PERFORMANCE ISSUES IN HIGH SPEED NETWORKS

The presentation of the material has been organized into the following six
categories: i) traffic characterization ii) transport mode; iii) switch architectures: iv) call
admission; v) bandwidth enforcement; and vi) communications protocols.
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2.1. Traffic Characterization

. In pa~ket switching networks, we typically assume that arrivals occur in a
pOlsso.n fashion and that tr~n~mi~sion times are exponentially distributed. These type
of t~afflc models are not yalld In high-speed networks. The traffic that will be carried by
a high sp~ed network will be generate~ by services which can be distinguished into
the ~ollowln~ two type.s: contl~uous bl.t rate (CBR) and variable bit rate (VBR). In
continuous bit ~ate traffic,. there IS an uninterrupted flow of digital information generated
at a co~stant bit rate. ~hls type of traffic arises in services such as video source coding
producino a constant bit rate and phone-conversations where silence periods are also
transmitted. In variable bit rate traffic, digital information is generated at variable rates
a~d th~ mean, information rate is less than their maximum rate. This type of traffic
anses In services such as phone-conversations where the silence period are not
transmitted, bulk file transfers where there is a silence period between two block
transfers, and encoded video.

When modelling a high speed network one of the first questions that arises is
how does one characterize the arrival process to a switch. That is, what is the
distribution of the inter-arrival time of packets arriving at an input port of a high speed
switch, given that these packets originate from bursty sources and have to go through
a number of gateways and/or multiplexors before they reach the switch. In current
performance studies, arrival processes are assumed to be bursty and they are
modelled by an Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP). That is, Poisson arrivals occur
during an exponentially distributed period of time (known as the active or busy period).
This period is-followed by another exponentially distributed period of time (known as
the silence or inactive period) during which no arrivals occur. These two exponential
periods have, in general, different means and they alternate continuously. This simple
model captures the basic idea that a bursty source may be either active or inactive.
More complex models, such as the Markov Modulated Poisson Process also capture
the notion of correlation among successive interarrival times. Discrete-time versions of
the above continuous-time traffic models are also being used in performance studies.
These models are based on the Bernoulli Process.

Unfortunately, for the time being, there are no comprehensive real-life
measurements which will permit us to establish which of these traffic models is the
most realistic. Furthermore, it is not clear how the parameters of these models can be
estimated from real-life data.

The need for traffic characterization can also be looked at from the user's point
of view. In particular, when a new connection through the net,~ork is ~equested, the
user will provide the network with its delay a~d los~ probability reqUlren:ents. The
network will then decide whether to accept or reject this request. To do so, It needs to
determine whether the requested grade of service can be. p:ovided to the ne~ user
without degrading the negotiated grade of service of the sxisttnq users. Depending .~n
the type of methodology used by the, n~twork ,management, the ~ser sho~ld provice
the network with its source characteristics which should at least Include Its average
bandwidth, peak bandwidth, and burst length. However, u~ers may not know~he
values of all these parameters or may be unwilling to proVide tnern. O~8 POSSiCl9

solution to this problem is to categcrize all available service levels to service classes
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The user, then, will request a specific service class. The feasibility of using service
classes and the criteria to be used in defining such service classes has not as yet
been addressed in the literature satisfactorily.

2.2. Transport Mode

The transport mode defines how information supplied by higher layers are
mapped onto the physical layer. By nature, information packets arriving from higher
layers have variable length. Accordingly, it makes sense to transport these arriving
information units without any segmentation (given that they are less than some
maximum size). The main advantage of this approach is that the effective utilization of
network resources is maximized as the amount of overhead that is needed to be
carried with each packet (Le. the header and trailer) is minimized. However, this
approach may require large buffers at the switching nodes and the strict end-to-end
delay requirements of some types of traffic may be difficult to provide. Variable packet
length has been assumed in IBM's project PARIS. CCITI, in their standardization
process, has agreed on a transport mode known as the Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM). ATM provides a connection oriented service in which packets have a fixed
length of 53 bytes. These short packets are known as cells. This transport mode
currently appears to be the transport choice for Broadband ISDN. Each ATM cell
carries at least 17% overhead. This small cell size was chosen mainly in order to meet
the end-to-end delay requirements for real-time traffic, such as voice and video.

ATM will be used on top of a transmission layer such as SONET. Above the
ATM layer is the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL). AAL supports connections between
ATM and non-ATM Interfaces. The AAL for VBR services consists of two sub-layers: the
convergence sublayer (CS) and the segmentation and reassembly sublayer (SAR).
SAR provides functions common to all VBR services including connection oriented
services, signalling, and connectionless services. CS provides optional service
specific functions. The user of the AAL sub-layer presents a variable size data unit for
transmission across the ATM network. The data unit is transmitted in ATM cells, which
at the receiving end are assembled into the original data unit. In general, at the
transmitting end, information units are segmented or collected into ATtJ1 cells. At the
receiving end, the information units are reassembled or read out from ATM cells. Other
functions at the AAL include clock recovery, handling of lost cell conditions, mapping
of control signals into the ATM cell stream, and detection of information units from
higher layers. The AAL for CBR services involves functions such as the transfer of user
information with constant bit rate, the delivery of user information witn the same bit
rate, the transfer of timing information between source and destination, and an
indication of lost or erroneous information not recovered by AAL.

The segmentation and reassembly process needs to be done on the fly so that it
does not degrade the network's performance. It appears that, with today's technology,
this can be achieved up to OC-3 speeds. The contents of the header and trailer of the
CS and SAR protocol data units are still under discussion. Some of the performance
issues that are currently being investigated involve the size of the CS protocol data
units, and torward error correction mechanisms.
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2.3. Switch Architectures

The evaluation of a switch archi~e~ture may. be based on a weighted average of
a numb~r of. perfor~ance cha~actenstlcs that Include design maturity. hardware
compl~.xlty, diagnostic complexity, growth potential, packet sequencing, broadcast
capability, network speed up requirements, throughput, and latency.

Seeing that ATM is the transport choice for B-ISDN, the following discussion is
based on ATM switch architectures. Similar issues can be raised for switch
architectures for variable packet length. A number of ATM switch architectures have
been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we consider architectures that can be
classifi.ed into the f~lIowing two categories: shared medium, such as a bus, and multi
~tage Inter-C?nnectlon networks such as a cross-bar, and Banyan based multi-stage
Interconnection networ~s. Shared medium switch architectures naturally lend
themselves to broadcasting. They are less complex to build than multi-stage inter
connection networks and they are highly reliable. Their performance characteristics
are easy to obtain. However, the number of ports that a shared medium switch can
support is limited to a relatively small number. Multi-stage interconnection networks
have the desirable feature of self-routing and they are usually more complex to built.
They require sophisticated fault detection procedures, and they have poor
broadcasting capabilities. Their modular architecture allows excellent growth potential.
The performance of these architectures needs to be further understood. Issues that still
have to be resolved involve the design of scheduling mechanisms for shared medium
switches which minimize the maximum delay and provide fair access to the medium,
and the minimization of the internal and output blocking in multi-stage interconnection
networks.

One performance metric that is of primary interest in high speed networks is the
cell loss probability. This probability should normally be very small, Le. in the order of
10-9. Other related metrics of interest are throughput and maximum and average delay.
These performance metrics can be obtained through modelling using techniques such
as simulation, queueing theory, and numerical analysis. Also, whenever possible, they
can be obtained through real-life measurements.

In general, the performance analysis of a proposed switch is not an easy task.
This is mainly due to the fact that a switch consists of a large number of queues w~ich
interact with each other in a fairly complicated manner. The fact that the arrival
processes to a switch have bursty characterist,ics fU~her,complicates ~h~ analysis.. In
view of the complexity of these systems. simulation IS not an stticient rnodellnq
technique. For, in addition to having to simulate a co~~I~x system, very I?ng run times
are required in order to estimate low cell loss. prob.a~J1ltle~. Rec~nt work 10 the area of
rare event simulation may eventually result In sttictent simulation techniques for the
analysis of ATM switches. ~umerical t~c~niques involving the solution. of Iinear
systems of equations, are Inherently limited to cases where the matnx of the
coefficients of the unknowns can fit into the computer's memory. As a result, one can
analyze switch architectures with a small number of ports. Taking measu.re~ents is
probably the most accurate way ?f obtaining performa~ce c~aracter~stlcs ?f~:
oro posed switch architecture. Its m~1n .drawback, however, IS that a p:otOl!?: OT_~,'.~
switch under study needs to be ouilt first before measurements can De t::1;\.~n. I n.s
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approach is very costly, and it is often too late to take .corrective action after the
prototype has been built. An alternative way to analyzing the performance of a
proposed ATM switch is to use queueing theory. A s~itch is first. represente~ by a
network of queues, which is then analyzed approximately usmq the notion of
decomposition. That is, the queueing network under consideration is decomposed into
individual queues (or sub-networks) and each queue is analyzed in isolation. The
individual results are then combined together through an iterative method. Until
recently, such queueing models have been developed under rather unrealistic system
assumptions. For instance, the arriving process to each input port has been assumed.
to be a Bernoulli process. This process does not capture important features such as
burstiness and correlation of successive interarrival times. Also, it has been assumed
that each output port has the same probability of being requested. This type of traffic
pattern is hardly realistic in an ATM environment, and it has been shown to lead to
erroneous conclusions. Currently, there is a growing interest in the literature in
developing methodologies to analyze ATM switches approximately under more
realistic assumptions regarding the traffic patterns.

2.4. Call Admission

As it was mentioned in section 2.2, ATM is a connection oriented service. Before
a user starts transmitting over the network, a connection has to be established. That is,
a path between the sender and the receiver is established which goes through a
number of ATM switches. A new connection is accepted if each switch on the path can
provide the requested quality of service, without compromising the quality of service of
the existing connections already carried by the switch.

In general, the decision to accept or reject a new connection requires the
performance analysis of a transmission link which carries several connections. This
link is represented by a finite single server queue which receives input from a number
of different bursty sources. The analysis of such a queue, however, is not an easy
task. One way of analyzing it, is to model each bursty source explicitly. This approach
leads to an intractable model seeing that we normally have to deal with a large
number of sources. Alternatively, the number of sources that use the link may be
superposed into a single source, and subsequently, the queue can be analyzed
assuming a single arrival process. This approach significantly reduces the model's
dimensionality. However, it is in general difficult to characterize the superposition
process.

The superposition of a number of renewal processes is a renewal process if
and only if each independent renewal process is a Poisson process. The Poisson
process, unfortunately, is not a good model of a bursty source with correlated
interarrival times. A number of approximation algorithms have been reported in the
literature for the superposition of bursty sources. Although these algorithms produce a
fairly accurate representation of the superposition process, they are, in general, too
time consuming to be utilized in real time so that they may be of some practical U38.

One method which can be implemented in real time is based on a fluid flow
approximation. It accurately captures the correlation properties of the suosrpositron
process, but it is insensitive to th9 interarrivai time distribution of eel's d~~ir:g a burst. In
particular, the fluid flow is not accurate when the capacity of the queue is s.nall. ,6,130
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the method may suffer from numerical problems, particularly when analyzing large
systems.

Another problem that arises when deciding whether a new connection can be
accepted or not, is that the traffic parameters of a connection change as the traffic
goes throug~ a num~er ~f switches. For instance, the burstiness of the traffic that goes
throu.gh v~nous s~ltchlng nodes changes, and typically, it becomes smoother.
Ignonng this smoothing effect leads to an over controlled network, Le. less utilization of
network re~ources than estimated. Hence, a good call admission procedure should
also ta~e Into account how th~ parameters of the traffic generated by the new
connection are altered as the traffic gets switched through a number of switches.

2.5. Bandwidth Enforcement

C~II admission may not be a sufficient congestion control mechanism, as users
may deviate from their negotiated terms. This deviation may be caused by a number of
reasons. For instance, it may be impossible for a user to accurately specify his
bandwidth requirements. Also, the user's equipment may mal-function, and of course
there is the possibility of purposefully attempting to use more bandwidth than
negotiated originally. Reactive congestion control schemes, utilized in existing low
speed networks, instruct the sources to throttle their -traffic flow through feedback
mechanisms. However, as transmission speeds increase, propagation delays become
significant causing these feedback techniques to become ineffective. This is
particularly the case in high speed networks. This is because, by the time the feedback
reaches the source and the control is triggered, it is usually too late to react effectively.
An alternative to reactive congestion control is to prevent the network from reaching
unacceptable levels of congestion by utilizing a bandwidth enforcement mechanism
which monitors the traffic before it enters the network and also polices the traffic so that
it stays within the negotiated terms. Such schemes are referred to as preventive
congestion control schemes. They consist of a comparator which compares the
estimated traffic parameters supplied by the user to the actual traffic and an enforcer
which ensures that the deviations observed by the comparator are controlled.
Preventive control mechanisms ensure that the deviating users do not degrade the
overall network performance and cause unfairness to other users.

The most popular bandwidth enforcement mechanism is the leaky bucket. In
this scheme, a counter is incremented each time a cell is generated by the source and
decremented periodically at a suitable leaky rate. A cell arriving at a time when the
counter has reached a given threshold is considered to be in violation with the
negotiated terms. Depending upon the implementation, the violating c~1I is either
dropped, or buffered, or it is marked and then sent to the network. Allowinq marked
cells to enter the network permits an increase of the utilization of network resources.
However these cells do not degrade the performance of the traffic in the network, as
they are' treated differently by the network when .conge~tion arises. In, pa.rticular,
marked cells are dropped at intermediate nodes dunng penods of congestion In order
to ensure that the users who do not violate their negotiated bandwith do not loose
cells. The two parameters that need to be set for the ~eaky bucket ~re the threshold
value and the leaky rate. The leaky rate can be easily set to monitor the average
bandwidth or the peak bandwidth, but not both. However, the threshold value which
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controls the burst length can not be set easily and its value has a major impact on the
grade of service offered to the call. In particular, larger threshold values may be
needed in order to obtain an acceptable cell loss probability. This, however, implies
that it takes a long time to detect that a connection is violating its negotiated
bandwidth.

Other versions of the leaky bucket have been proposed in which some bUffering
for the arriving cells is provided. Also, other bandwidth enforcement mechanisms such
as the jumping window, the moving window, and the exponentially weighed moving.
average have been proposed in the literature. A bandwidth enforcement scheme has
to be sized so that it satisfies the following two objectives: a) it is transparent to the
source when the source is within its negotiated contract, and b) it filters the excessive
traffic when the source exceeds its contract. Obtaining the parameters of a bandwith
enforcement scheme is not a trivial task and needs further research. Recently there
has been some skepticism as to whether it is possible to effectively obtain the
parameters of such a bandwidth enforcement scheme. In view of this, there has been a
rekindling of the possibility of implementing effective reactive congestion control
schemes that take into account large propagation delays.

As it was mentioned above, marked cells are dropped at intermediate nodes
during periods of congestion. This is -achieved by using various discarding
mechanisms that have been proposed in the literature. From the performance point of
view, one discarding mechanism is better than another one if it maximizes the total
resource utilization at the node (Le. maximizes throughput) while ensuring that the
quality of service provided to unmarked cells is not degraded. Implementation
complexities of such mechanisms are also of importance. Further research is needed
to obtain and compare the performance characteristics of discarding mechanisms
proposed in the literature under realistic arrival processes.

2.6. Communications Protocols

As technology advances rapidly to meet the need for high speed
communications, the bottleneck of communication networks has been moved from the
transmission media to the communication processors. The throughput and the end-to
end delay in a high speed network are limited by the processing power of the
transmitting and receiving nodes, as very little protocol processing is done at the
intermediate switches in a network.

Although it has been widely recognized that there is a definite need for
international standards, researchers are generally concerned with the processing
overheads and the architectural limitations associated with the current protocol
standards. The issue of selecting an appropriate transport protocol for high speed
networks has not as yet been fully addressed in the standards committees. In
particular, it is not clear whether an existing protocol, such as TCP/IP and TP4,
modified for high speed networks through clever tuning, or, one of the new protocols
designed specifically for high speed networks, such as XTP, VMTP, NETBLT, and
Universal Receiver Protocol, will be the transport protocol of choice. Adopting 8

modified version of an existing protocol can significantly reduce the amount of time
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req~ired to stand~rdize a transport protocol, whereas a new protocol standard would
easily take up to SIX years or more to standardize.

3. CQNCLUSIQNS

A number of performance issues that need to be resolved before gigabit networks
become a reality have been discussed. Different assumptions made in various
performance models proposed in the literature need to be validated, and the
performance methodologies should be extended to more realistic representations of
high speed networks. Hopefully, the experience that will be gained from various
gigabit network test bed trials and prototypes that are currently being developed all
around the world will help researchers to advance the state of the art in modeling and
allow designers to attack various performance related issues more effectively.
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